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“Listen” to
Nonverbal Messages

• By watching for nonverbal cues to better 
understand the speech

• For example:
−speakers are more likely to slow down and 

raise their voice when they are trying to make 
an important point 

−a direct eye gaze indicates an important 
message is about to be delivered
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Components	of	
Professional	

Communication

Interviews

• Are formal meetings where a person is 
asked to communicate skills, experiences 
and interests 

• Are often used for the following:
−for acceptance into a school or club
−for a media broadcast
−to fill a job
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Interviews

• Can be conducted in a variety of different 
ways including:

−phone
−internet 
−face to face
−group
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Verbal Communication

• Is the act of expressing thoughts through 
spoken words

• Includes the following key components: 
−sound
−words
−speaking 
−language
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Nonverbal Communication

• Refers to posture, gestures and facial 
expressions which are intentional or 
unintentional

• Is important in a workplace or interview, so 
remember:

−do not slouch
−pay attention
−be attentive and interested
−do not interrupt
−smile
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Group Discussions

• Are gatherings of people to exchange 
information, ideas and suggestions

• Can be informal between a group of friends 
or formal at a workplace or school

• Can be used for:
−employee surveys
−school discussions
−brainstorming ideas
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Group Discussion Participation

• Provides greater interaction between 
leaders and participants

• Should include the display of respect and 
the avoidance of putting others down

• Includes the following keys to remember:
−be yourself 
−be positive
−be poised
−avoid talking too much
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Group Discussion

• Is most successful when it includes the 
following: 

−observation
−listening
−preparation
−practice
−participation
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A Group Discussion

• Should be set up by:
−choosing relevant topics
−using a variety of topics
−choosing a variety of group sizes
−giving and encouraging feedback
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Individual Presentations

• Are a way to communicate and present ideas 
and information to an audience 

• Can showcase a person’s personality better 
than a report

• Allow for interaction among all participants
• Can be motivational, persuasive or 

informative
• Are often supported by other media, such as:

−computer software
−slides 
−printed handouts
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Persuasive Presentations

• Are used to convince an audience to 
accept a proposal

−for example, increase teamwork or make a 
purchase

• Offer a solution to a controversy, dispute or 
problem

• Are successful when there is sufficient 
evidence and emotion to sway the 
audience to the speaker’s viewpoint
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Motivational Presentations

• Are a way to get the audience to act or
change a behavior or belief

−for example, a self-help or team morale
boosting presentation

• Are a form of persuasive presentations with
more of an emotional appeal

• Include, in a business context,
presentations to maintain a high level of
commitment
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Informative Presentations

• Are used to give specific information about
products, procedures, rules and regulations

• Should include supporting facts and
material in order to enhance content

• Should contain useful information which is
unique and draws the audience’s attention

• Are used to describe new concepts and
ideas in a business
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Etiquette	&	
Responsibilities	in	

Professional	
Communication

Making Introductions

• Includes the following considerations:
−the more distinguished person should be

introduced first unless introducing a client or
customer

−the person who is being introduced to should
extend their hand first

−repeating the name of the person introduced
shows respect and can help with remembering
the person’s name
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Fun Tip: Avoid using the too soft (dead fish) or too hard (bone crusher) 
handshake as these are seen as insecurities.

Handshakes

• Are typically the first interaction between
two people

• Require the following actions:
−stand and come from around desk
−make eye contact
−use a firm grip
−smile
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Etiquette is generally accepted behavior required in social relations, in a 
profession or in life.

Telephone Etiquette

• Refers to the appropriate manners used
when:

−placing a call
−receiving a call
−leaving a message
−using cell phones
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Phone Call “Dos”

• Include:
−identify first and last name when receiving a 

phone call
−return calls in a timely manner, usually within a 

24-hour period
−identify company and nature of call when 

placing a call
−speak clearly
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Phone Call “Don’ts”

• Include:
−wait outside a colleague’s office when on the 

phone
−listen to co-workers’ conversations
−give out personal information about yourself or 

co-workers 
−leave someone on hold for a long time
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Phone Messages

• Are usually utilized when a person is 
unavailable to answer the phone

• Which are successful, include the following 
considerations:

−always give a return phone number 
−identify who is calling and the organization 

represented
−identify the reason for the call
−avoid long messages
−speak clearly
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Phone Messages

• Include outgoing voicemail greetings, 
which require the following:

−the receiver’s name and name of the 
organization

−when callers can expect a return call 
−the key a caller can press for immediate 

assistance or the extension or number of a 
colleague who can provide assistance
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Criticism

• Refers to analysis, evaluation or judgment 
• Can also be a critical comment, essay or 

article
• Can be positive, negative or both
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Offering Criticism

• Is most effective when:
−the reason for criticism is fully understood
−a person's behavior is criticized rather than the 

person himself
−criticism is focused on behaviors which can be 

changed
−criticism is focused on the present and not 

past actions
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Receiving Criticism

• Involves:
−listening to understand accurately
−recognizing criticism can improve production 

and relationships
−communicating clearly feelings and thoughts 

concerning the criticism received
−seeking changes to the behavior which 

prompted the criticism
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Discrimination in the Workplace

• Refers to an employer’s unfair treatment of 
employees or job applicants on the basis of 
specific characteristics

• Can include discrimination based on: 
−race
−age
−sex
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Not-So-Fun Fact: The EEOC reported 93,277 employment discrimination 
charges in 2009.

Discrimination in the Workplace

• Is prohibited by law concerning the 
following aspects of employment:

−hiring and firing
−benefits and perks
−retirement and disability 
−leave
−promotions and layoffs
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Gender Discrimination

• Is unfair treatment of current or potential 
employees on the basis of gender 

• Can apply to male or female employees 
• Federal law is filed under the Title VII of the 

Civil Rights Act of 1964
• Laws also include:

−Pregnancy Discrimination Act
−Equal Pay Act
−Fair Labor Standards Act
−sexual harassment laws
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Age Discrimination

• Is when a current or potential employee is 
discriminated against solely on the basis of 
age

• Is often referred to when an employer does 
one of the following:

−retires or dismisses an employee before the 
employer’s usual retirement age

−decides not to employ
−denies promotions and/or training
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Race or Ethnicity Discrimination

• Occurs when employers show prejudice 
against current or potential employees 
because of their race or color of skin

• Can be characterized by:
−racial stereotypes 
−racial or ethnic slurs
−racial jokes 
−derogatory language
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Communication Ethics

• Include:
−accepting responsibility for consequences of

communication
−striving to understand and respect other

communicators
−advocating integrity, accuracy and honesty
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Introduction to Professional Communication 
- Student Notes

Components of Professional Communication Segment 
1. Interviews
• Are formal meetings where a person is asked to communicate skills,

experiences and interests
• Are often used for the following:

− for ____________into a school or club
− for a media ____________
− to fill a job

2. Interviews
• Can be conducted in a variety of different ways including:

− ____________
− internet
− ____________
− group

3. Verbal Communication
• Is the act of expressing thoughts through ____________words
• Includes the following key components:

− sound
− words
− ____________
− language
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4. Nonverbal Communication 
• Refers to ____________, gestures and facial expressions which are 

intentional or unintentional 
• Is important in a workplace or interview, so remember: 

− do not ____________ 
− pay attention 
− be attentive and interested 
− do not interrupt 
− smile 

 
5. Group Discussions 
• Are gatherings of people to exchange information, ideas and 

suggestions 
• Can be informal between a group of friends or formal at a workplace or 

school 
• Can be used for: 

− employee ____________ 
− school discussions 
− ____________ideas 

 
6. Group Discussion Participation 
• Provides greater interaction between leaders and participants 
• Should include the display of respect and the ____________of putting 

others down 
• Includes the following keys to remember: 

− be yourself  
− be positive 
− be ____________ 
− avoid talking too much 

 
7. Group Discussion 
• Is most successful when it includes the following:  

− observation 
− listening 
− ____________ 
− practice 
− participation 
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8. A Group Discussion 
• Should be set up by: 

− choosing ____________topics 
− using a variety of topics 
− choosing a variety of group sizes 
− giving and encouraging ____________ 

 
9. Individual Presentations 
• Are a way to communicate and present ideas and information to an 

audience  
• Can showcase a person’s ____________better than a report 
• Allow for interaction among all participants 
• Can be motivational, persuasive or informative 
• Are often supported by other media, such as: 

− computer ____________ 
− slides  
− printed handouts 

 
10. Persuasive Presentations 
• Are used to convince an audience to ____________a proposal 

− for example, increase teamwork or make a purchase 
• Offer a solution to a controversy, dispute or problem 
• Are successful when there is sufficient evidence and emotion to sway 

the audience to the speaker’s ____________ 
 
11. Motivational Presentations 
• Are a way to get the audience to act or change a behavior or belief 

− for example, a ____________ or team morale boosting 
presentation 

• Are a form of persuasive presentations with more of an emotional 
appeal 

• Include, in a business ____________, presentations to maintain a high 
level of commitment  
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12. Informative Presentations 
• Are used to give specific ____________about products, procedures, 

rules and regulations 
• Should include supporting facts and material in order to enhance content 
• Should contain useful information which is unique and draws the 

audience’s attention 
• Are used to describe new ____________and ideas in a business 
 
Etiquette & Responsibilities in Professional Communication Segment  
1. Making Introductions 
• Includes the following considerations: 

− the more ____________person should be introduced first unless 
introducing a client or customer 

− the person who is being introduced to should extend their hand 
first 

− ____________the name of the person introduced shows respect 
and can help with remembering the person’s name 

 
2. Handshakes 
• Are typically the first interaction between two people  
• Require the following actions: 

− stand and come from around desk 
− make ____________contact 
− use a ____________grip 
− smile 

Fun Tip: avoid using the too soft (dead fish) or too hard (bone crusher) 
handshake as these are seen as insecurities.  
 
3. Telephone Etiquette 
• Refers to the appropriate manners used when: 

− ____________a call 
− receiving a call  
− leaving a ____________ 
− using cell phones 

Etiquette is generally accepted behavior required in social relations, in a 
profession or in life  
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4. Phone Call “Dos” 
• Include: 

− ____________first and last name when receiving a phone call 
− return calls in a timely manner, usually within a 24-hour period 
− identify company and nature of call when placing a call 
− speak ____________ 

 
5. Phone Call “Don’ts” 
• Include: 

− wait ____________a colleague’s office when on the phone 
− listen to co-workers’ conversations 

− give out ____________information about yourself or co-workers  
− leave someone on hold for a long time 

 
6. Phone Messages 
• Are usually utilized when a person is unavailable to answer the phone 
• Which are successful, include the following considerations: 

− always give a ____________phone number  
− identify who is calling and the organization represented 
− identify the ____________for the call 
− avoid long messages 
− speak clearly 

 
7. Phone Messages 
• Include outgoing voicemail greetings, which require the following: 

− the ____________name and name of the organization 
− when callers can ____________a return call  
− the key a caller can press for immediate assistance or the 

extension or number of a colleague who can provide assistance 
 
8. Criticism 
• Refers to ____________, evaluation or judgment  
• Can also be a critical comment, essay or article 
• Can be ____________, negative or both 
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9. Offering Criticism 
• Is most effective when: 

− the reason for ____________is fully understood 
− a person's behavior is criticized rather than the person himself 
− criticism is focused on ____________which can be changed 
− criticism is focused on the present and not past actions 

 
10. Receiving Criticism 
• Involves: 

− listening to understand ____________ 
− recognizing criticism can improve production and relationships 
− ____________clearly feelings and thoughts concerning the 

criticism received 
− seeking changes to the behavior which prompted the criticism 

 
11. Discrimination in the Workplace 
• Refers to an employer’s ____________treatment of employees or job 

applicants on the basis of specific characteristics 
• Can include discrimination based on:  

− race 
− ____________ 
− sex 

 
12. Discrimination in the Workplace 
• Is prohibited by law concerning the following aspects of employment: 

− ____________ and firing 
− benefits and perks 
− retirement and disability  
− leave 
− ____________ and layoffs 

Not-So-Fun Fact: The EEOC reported 93,277 employment discrimination 
charges in 2009.  
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13. Gender Discrimination 
• Is ____________treatment of current or potential employees on the 

basis of gender  
• Can apply to male or female employees  
• Federal law is filed under the Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 
• Laws also include: 

− ____________Discrimination Act 
− Equal Pay Act 
− Fair Labor Standards Act 
− sexual harassment laws 

 
14. Age Discrimination 
• Is when a current or potential employee is ____________against solely 

on the basis of age 
• Is often referred to when an employer does one of the following: 

− retires or ____________an employee before the employer’s usual 
retirement age 

− decides not to employ 
− denies promotions and/or training 

 
15. Race or Ethnicity Discrimination 
• Occurs when employers show prejudice against current or potential 

employees because of their race or color of skin 
• Can be characterized by: 

− racial ____________ 
− racial or ethnic slurs 
− racial jokes  
− ____________language 

 
16. Communication Ethics 
• Include: 

− accepting ____________for consequences of communication  
− striving to understand and respect other communicators  
− ____________integrity, accuracy and honesty 

 

 
 




